
SHORT STORY WRITING CONTESTS 2013

For the DWL Short Story Competition , the response was even better than Judges' note: Sucharita Dutta-Asane has
written a remarkable story that deftly.

It contains stories from our and contest winners, Tracy Falenwolfe and C. From to , the competition was run
annually. I mention it again here because there were a lot listed in the regular competition lists. The decisions
of the judges are final. This award has given me confidence to enter more competitions in the future and has
motivated me to start on my next story soon! If you want to see stats of the growing audience you can reach by
being listed here, please see my advertising page, which contains lots of statistics. It is now run biennially
every other year : , , etc. EDT on May 1,  Read Rear View. Multiple submissions by the same author are
permitted, but each story must be submitted separately. A gifted actress she has performed on stage in her
hometown, Mangalore, in coastal Karnataka, India, and directs plays at St Agnes College Autonomous where
she serves as Head, Department of English. Most of the competitions accept entries from anywhere in the
world, but require stories to be written in English. But lots of fun. Some are based in the UK, some are global.
By day she teaches and at night she is a serious creative writer. The highest scoring short stories would win
prizes as mentioned in table below. Please contact me if there is any other information you would like to see
on this page, or for any ideas on improvements. I hope this makes the lists easier to use. For me, the world is a
blurry place and writing is like putting on the perfect pair of glasses. After a comprehensive judging process,
which involved several rounds of short listing, a panel of judges has picked the following stories as the
winners of the competition: Sucharita Dutta-Asane has also been declared the winner of the inaugural Dastaan
Award. NOTE: Our editors may put back story in draft status for any clarification or correction. I update this
page once a year. Each story must include an animal as an important character or element of the story. LLC05
Misaddressed love letter 3. The stories we received for the contest this year dealt with a wide range of social
issues and covered almost all genres of fiction, from crime to science fiction. You have read and agreed to
yourstoryclub. His descriptions are great and the narrative flows smoothly toward that porcelain dish on the
dinner table. You will NOT publish the submitted content anywhere else, including but not limited to personal
blog, online publisher, forum, news paper, magazine or book, other than as specified in [2]. Entries must be no
more than 2, words. However, this is the first time someone other than my parents have given me kudos on the
writing, and to be honest, it feels pretty darn fantastic. Any violation of these rules will result in
disqualification. I am so grateful that I had this opportunity to submit my story not only because I was able to
win a prize, but to have this realization that my stories can be powerful. You do not need a PayPal account to
use PayPal for this purpose. This fee is payable using the PayPal "Buy Now" link below. Also, as the page is
getting larger and the lists are getting longer, it is becoming harder for me to maintain. In addition to this, the
winner's face is featured on the front cover of the book, which is created by a different artist each year. I'll do
my best to check all the links regularly, but if you spot any mistakes, outdated information or broken links,
please let me know. Stories are judged anonymously.


